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Abstract. In this work, we show the advantages of label-free, tridimensional mass
spectrometry imaging using dual beam analysis (25 keV Bi3

+) and depth profiling
(20 keV with a distribution centered at Ar1500

+) coupled to time of flight secondary ion
mass spectrometry (3D-MSI-TOF-SIMS) for the study of A-172 human glioblastoma
cell line treated with B-cell lymphoma 2 (Bcl-2) inhibitor ABT-737. The high spatial
(~250 nm) and high mass resolution (m/Δm ~10,000) of TOF-SIMS permitted the
localization and identification of the intact, unlabeled drug molecular ion (m/z 811.26
C42H44ClN6O5S2

– [M – H]–) as well as characteristic fragment ions. We propose a
novel approach based on the inspection of the drug secondary ion yield, which
showed a good correlation with the drug concentration during cell treatment at

therapeutic dosages (0–200 μM with 4 h incubation). Chemical maps using endogenous molecular markers
showed that the ABT-737 is mainly localized in subsurface regions and absent in the nucleus. A semiquantitative
workflow is proposed to account for the biological cell diversity based on the spatial distribution of endogenous
molecular markers (e.g., nuclei and cytoplasm) and secondary ion confirmation based on the ratio of drug-
specific fragments to molecular ion as a function of the therapeutic dosage.
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Introduction

Asignificant challenge in the molecular characterization of
biological structures using mass spectrometry (MS) is the

amount of material accessible from the sample during MS
analysis [1–7]. Major recent breakthroughs are based on
achieving high-spatial resolution mapping (sub-micrometer
resolution) with abundant molecular ion emission, followed
by the unambiguous identification of the molecular compo-
nents using high-mass resolution MS. For the latter, mass
spectrometry techniques are emerging as the analytical gold

standard for identification and characterization of molecular
components in native biological samples [8]. For example,
mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) permits the simultaneous
acquisition of molecular components with high sensitivity
and without the need for labels or preselection of molecules
of interest; in MSI analysis, most, if not all, molecules can be
sampled and detected simultaneously [9–12]. MSI lateral res-
olution is ultimately defined by the dimensions of the desorp-
tion probe or desorption volume (from tens of nanometers to
hundreds of micrometers) [13–33]. Further development of
surface probes has been based on the search for higher desorp-
tion yields of molecular ions (currently, 10–4 to 10–3 yields for
atomic and polyatomic probes, which provide the highest
spatial resolution, typically 10–400 nm) [34]. In particular,
when combined with time of flight analyzers, the high spatial
resolution probes have found unique applications for the anal-
ysis of biological samples at the cellular and subcellular level.
The introduction of cluster and nanoparticle probes for surface
interrogation of biological surfaces with enhanced secondary
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ion yield and reduced damage cross-section has permitted the
investigation of molecular ions with larger molecular
weights (e.g., m/z 1–3000 Da), thus covering a broad range
of chemical classes of biological importance [35–42].
Colliver et al. studied the distribution of organics in a single
Paramecium multimicronucleatum cell using time of flight
secondary ion mass spectrometry in imaging mode (MSI-
TOF-SIMS) [43]. Gazi et al. mapped the spatial distribution
of native chemical species in cancer cells using TOF-SIMS
[44]. Berman et al. characterized the chemical change at the
single cell level and proposed a robust protocol for single
cell MSI-TOF-SIMS [45]. More recently, with the introduc-
tion of Bsoft^ sputtering beams for biological analysis (or
low damage cross-section), the generation of 3D maps with
high spatial resolution has been achieved. For example,
Fletcher et al. reported the first 3D biomolecular TOF-
SIMS imaging of a single cell using single beam depth
profiling [46]. Kulp et al. demonstrated the potential of
TOF-SIMS combined with principal components analysis
to distinguish chemical differences in three closely related
human breast cancer cell lines [47]. In 2013, Winograd and
co-workers showed the potential of TOF-IMS for frozen
hydrated cells after ammonium formate washing [48]. Ide
et al. showed that changes in lipid composition on breast
cancer cell lines can be studied using TOF-SIMS [49].
Gostek et al. showed that single bladder cancer cells can
be distinguished using TOF-SIMS data and principal com-
ponent analysis [50]. A recent 3D-MSI-TOF-SIMS study by
Passarelli et al. using dual beam analysis and depth profiling
described drug and metabolite uptake at the single cell level
[51].

While progress has been made over the years [52–55], there
is a lack of suitable methods to measure chemical distributions
within intact cells and there is a need to further evaluate the 3D-
MSI-TOF-SIMS for the identification, localization, and quan-
tification of molecular components at the cellular and subcel-
lular level. For example, it has been reported that dose-response
dynamics during therapeutic treatments can be hindered by the
pharmacokinetics of the drug on the process of reaching the
target site; that is, there is a need to better evaluate the cellular
uptake for specific and nonspecific accumulation at the cellular
level in order to optimize the therapeutic response by reducing
the drug loading as a way to mitigate unwanted secondary
effects and toxicity levels [56].

In the present work, the potential of 3D-MSI-TOF-SIMS for
the analysis of chemotherapeutic drug delivery at the single cell
was studied. In particular, the sample preparation protocols,
TOF-SIMS mode of operation using dual beam analysis and
depth profiling, and data processing were studied for the case
of A-172 human glioblastoma cell line and the drug uptake of
BH3-only mimetic ABT-737. To account for the biological cell
diversity, a simplified protocol is proposed for semiquantitative
evaluation based on the spatial distribution of endogenous
molecular markers (e.g., nuclei and cytoplasm) and secondary
ion confirmation based on the ratio of drug-specific fragments
to molecular ion as a function of the therapeutic dosage.

Experimental
Cell Culture

Human glioblastoma cell line A-172 (CRL-1620; American
Type Tissue Culture, Manassas, VA, USA) were cultured in
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 μM·mL–1 penicillin,
10 μg·mL–1 streptomycin, and 5 μg·mL–1 plasmocin
(Invivogen, San Diego, CA, USA). Cells were grown to 60%
confluency under standard cell culture conditions (37 °C, 5%
CO2, and humidity) on 1 cm2 gold-coated Si wafer chips (Au/
Si). Cells were treated with increasing concentrations of
BH3-only mimetic ABT-737 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Dallas, TX, USA) for 4 h before processing. Stock
solutions of ABT-737 (0, 25, 50, 100, and 200 μM) were
prepared in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). All experiments
consisted of at least three technical replicates, and each
study contained at least three biological replicates.

Freeze Drying Procedure

The Au/Si substrates were removed from the media and
washed with 10 mM ammonium acetate solution. Excess
liquid was removed, and the cells were flash-frozen and
freeze-dried using a custom-built vacuum drier equipped
with a cold finger for 4 h. Samples were slowly warmed up
to room temperature and transferred into the TOF-SIMS
analysis vacuum chamber. The freeze-drying protocol has
been adapted from the procedure described in reference [48],
and cell integrity is confirmed by looking at endogenous cell
marker distributions.

3D-MSI-TOF-SIMS Analysis

Mass spectrometry imaging experiments were performed uti-
lizing a TOF SIMS5 instrument (ION-TOF, Münster, Germa-
ny) retrofitted with a liquid metal ion gun analytical beam for
high spatial resolution (25 keV Bi3

+), an Argon cluster ion
beam (20 keVwith a distribution centered at Ar1500

+) for Bsoft^
sputtering, and an electron flood gun to reduce surface charging
during mass spectrometry analysis. The TOF-SIMS instrument
was operated in spectral (Bhigh current bunched^, HCBU) and
imaging (Bburst alignment^, BA) modes as described previ-
ously [34, 57, 58]. The tradeoff between the two modes is the
mass resolving power, spatial resolution, and secondary ion
collection efficiency. In HCBU and BA modes, after a primary
ion pulse hits the target surface, desorbed secondary ions are
accelerated into the time of flight region equipped with a
single-stage reflectron. The secondary ion detector is
composed of a micro-channel plate, a scintillator, and a
photomultiplier (see detail in reference 58) with a good
efficiency for low mass ions (m/z <2000) [59]. The start of
the time of flight measurement is defined by the primary ion
pulse (~10 kHz). In spectral HCBU mode, mass spectra were
collected in positive and negative mode with a typical spatial
resolution of 1.2 μm, a mass resolving power of m/Δm
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~10,000 at m/z 400, and total ion dose ~5 × 1012 ion cm-2. The
imaging BA mode provides a higher spatial resolution
(~250 nm measured) and nominal mass resolution (m/Δm
~400 at m/z 400), and spectra were collected with a typical
total ion doses of ~5 × 1012 ions cm-2. Currents of 0.24 pA and
0.078 pA were measured for HCBU and BAmode, respective-
ly. Mass spectrometry images were collected after each
sputtering cycle (500 μm × 500 μm) in HCBU and BA modes
with a pixel size of 1.17 μm and 200 nm, respectively. A
current of ~2 nA was measured for the 20 keV Ar1500

+

sputtering beam. A typical sputtering cycle of 20 s (1014

ions·cm–2) was used to clean the cell surface and to access
the intracellular material. All experiments were performed in
triplicate cells over a field of view of 200 μm × 200 μm.

Data Processing

2D TOF-SIMS data was processed using SurfaceLab 6 soft-
ware (ION-TOF, Münster, Germany). Positive and negative
ion spectra were internally calibrated using C+, CH+, CH2

+,
CH3

+, C2H3
+, C2H5

+, and C–, CH–, CH2
–, C2

–, C3
–, C4H

–

species, respectively. Regions of interest (ROI) were se-
lected based on the distribution of known endogenous ions
(e.g., substrate, cell, and nuclei) and extracted spectra were
used for secondary ion yield calculations. The image pro-
cessing workflow is described in Figure 1. Briefly, 2D-
TOF-SIMS maps were collected after a sputtering cycle
making fresh intracellular material accessible for analysis.
The ROI of the cells were determined based on the char-
acteristic ions from the substrate (e.g., Aun

+ for Au/Si
substrate) and a total ROIcell mass spectrum was generated
with the sum signal of all pixels within the ROIcell. Notice
that this procedure eliminates background signal and
chemical noise from extracellular areas. Mass assignments
for familiar cellular components (e.g., nuclei fragments and
fatty acids) and drug characteristic fragment and intact
molecular ions were used to generate intracellular ROI
(see an example for ROInuclei and ROIdrug in Figure 1).
For comparative purposes, the secondary ion yield (YSI)

was defined based on the number of secondary ion per
primary ions in the ROI of the cell as:

YSIcell ¼ Peak Area Countsð Þ
ROI cell cmð Þ2 � fluence primary ions=cm

2
� � ð1Þ

The distribution of a secondary ion x across each cell can be
normalized to the accessible cell surface as a function of the
sputtering cycle by the % coverage:

%coverageof x ¼ 100� ROIx
.
ROIcell ð2Þ

Notice that the % coverage can be used as an estimation of
the intracellular morphology accessible to the TOF-SIMS anal-
ysis (top few nanometers). For example, the accessible nuclei
surface exposed as a function of the sputtering cycle can be
monitored by the distribution of endogenous nuclei-specific
secondary ions. This information can be used to estimate the
intracellular morphology accessible as a function of the
sputtering cycle.

Results and Discussion
Triplicate cell analyses were performed using HBCU mode for
high mass resolution and to evaluate the secondary ion emis-
sion as a function of the ABT-737 concentration. The analysis
of ABT-737 in the standard and inside the cell showed the
presence of characteristic fragment and intact molecular ions.
In positive mode, inspection of the mass spectrum showed the
presence of one main fragment ion at m/z 165 and the proton-
ated molecular ion [C42H44ClN6O5S2]

+ [M + H]+. In negative
mode, the mass spectrum showed abundant fragment ions at
m/z 46 NO2

–,m/z 109.01 C6H5S
–,m/z 554.16 C26H28N5O5S2

–,
and m/z 777.26 C42H45N6O5S2

– [M – Cl]– and the intact
deprotonated molecular ion m/z 811.25, C42H44ClN6O5S2

–

[M – H]– (see Figure 2 and Table 1). Notice that in all cases a

Figure 1. Proposed workflow for the analysis of chemotherapeutic drugs inside the single cells utilizing 3D-MSI-TOF-SIMS
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low mass error (<35 ppm) was observed in the identification of
the chemical species from the surface of interest. The unique
isotopic pattern of ABT-737 facilitated the identification of the
molecular ion from the ROIcell summed spectra, and the chem-
ical formula of the proposed fragmentation channels permitted
the generation of chemical ion maps summing all ABT-737
related secondary ions to increase the chemical map contrast
(see more details on the proposed fragmentation channels in
Supplementary Figure S1). Notice that when the analysis is

made from the summed TOF-SIMS spectra from the ROIcell
after sputtering cycles, potential m/z interferences from the
outside the cell and from residual growth media are typically
avoided.

The analysis in BA mode for higher spatial resolution
resulted in a clear differentiation of the cells morphology and
intracellular components (see example in Figure 3). It should

Figure 2. ABT-737 chemical structure (a) and comparison of
TOF-SIMS spectra in negative polarity (b) of the ABT-737 and
the standard deposited on a gold substrate and of the ROIcell
after cell treatment with 200 μM ABT-737. In the inset, the
theoretical isotopic pattern of the ABT-737 deprotonated mo-
lecular ion [M – H]– is shown

Table 1. Characteristic secondary ions observed for ABT-737 standard and for
ABT-737 in the cells in HBCU mode. Less than <35 ppm mass error was
observed compared to the theoretical chemical formulas in the high mass region
(m/z 500–900)

Polarity Formula Standard Cells

Positive C42H44
35ClN6O5S2

+ 811.22 -
Positive C42H44

37ClN6O5S2
+ 813.22 -

Negative NO2
– 46.00 45.99

Negative C6H5S
– 109.01 109.01

Negative C26H28N5O5S2
– 554.16 554.17

Negative C42H45N6O5S2
– 777.26 -

Negative C42H44
35ClN6O5S2

– 811.25 811.26
Negative C42H44

37ClN6O5S2
– 813.24 813.25

Figure 3. (a) Typical 2D-TOF-SIMS negative ion chemical
maps of A-172 cells treated with 200 μM ABT-737 analyzed in
BA mode. In the image, secondary ion signals from m/z 158.9
HP2O6

– in red, sum of fatty acids (m/z 255.2 [C16:0-H]–, m/z
281.2 [C18:1-H]–, m/z 283.2 [C18:0-H]–) in grey, m/z 590.85
Au3

- in orange, and characteristic fragment ions of ABT 737
(m/z 46.9 NO2

–m/z 109.1 C6H5S
–) in blue are shown. Image size

200 μm × 200 μm, 1024 pixels × 1024 pixels, image recorded
200 nm with oversampling, experimentally measured spatial
resolution 250 nm. (b) Percent coverage of nuclei and of ABT-
737 relative to the cell surface obtained from the HBCU analy-
sis. Notice the relative narrow distribution of the nuclei coverage
and the increasing distribution of ABT 737 with the treatment
concentration
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be noted that different from the HBCUmode, the deprotonated
molecular ion of ABT-737 was not observed in BA mode.
Instead, the ABT-737 distribution was mapped in BA mode
using specific fragment ions atm/z 45.9 NO2

– and atm/z 109.0
C6H5S

–
. In HBCU mode, a clear contrast was observed be-

tween the cells and the substrate (using gold peaks as the
signature of the substrate); this allowed the generation of the
ROIcell (see Figure 4). Closer inspection showed that the nuclei
(m/z 158.93 HP2O6

– in red) and intracellular components (m/z
255.24 C16H31O2

– [C16:0-H]– in gray) are also clearly defined
for all cells, thus allowing the generation of the ROInuclei. The
observation of the intact deprotonated molecular ion m/z
811.26 [M – H]– of ABT-737 was used for the generation of
the ROIABT-737 to estimate the ABT-737 coverage. A measure-
ment of the total drug uptake at the single cell level would
require the acquisition of a full 3D-TOF-SIMS dataset. Due to
the biological cell diversity (e.g., see variation in cell morphol-
ogy in Figure 4), some replicates are required as a function of
the drug concentration, which makes this approach time-

consuming and almost unpractical for routine applications.
An alternative way is to use a semiquantitative approach by
discrete sampling of a larger number of cells as a function of the
sputtering cycle and to use intracellular endogenous markers as
references for the accessible cell surface in each 2D-TOF-
SIMS analysis. That is, a discrete number of 2D-TOF-SIMS
maps across multiple cells allows for a faster sampling of the
drug uptake over a larger cell population. For example, our
analysis (n = 15) showed a narrow distribution (~25 ± 20%)
between the accessible surface of the nuclei with respect to the
accessible surface of the cells when cells are interrogated after
the same number of sputtering cycles (see nuclei coverage per
cell in Figure 3). Moreover, the ABT-737 coverage increases
with the drug concentration with small variability across mul-
tiple cells under the same treatment conditions. Previous re-
ports have shown that ABT-737 targets Bcl-2 proteins on
mitochondrial membranes [60, 61]. While the current BA and
HBCU analysis does not provide the spatial resolution to
effectively localize the mitochondria inside the cells, closer

Figure 4. Typical 2D-TOF-SIMS chemical maps of A-172 cells as a function of the ABT-747 treatment concentration obtained in
HBCU mode. Images correspond to a FOV 150 μm × 150 μm with 128 × 128 pixels (~1.2 μm spatial resolution). In the images,
secondary ion signals from m/z 158.9 HP2O6

– in red, sum of fatty acids (m/z 255.2 [C16:0-H]–, m/z 281.2 [C18:1-H]–, m/z 283.2
[C18:0-H]–) in grey,m/z 590.85 Au3

– in orange, andABT-737molecular ion (m/z 811.26C42H44ClN6O5S2
– [M –H]–) in blue are shown.

A duplicate overlay of each image is shown to the right, where the cell and nuclei components were suppressed to facilitate the
visualization of ABT-737
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inspection of Figures 3 and 4 shows that most of the ABT-737
signal is localized outside the nuclei (see more details in Sup-
plementary Figure S2).

Inspection of the secondary ion yield of the intact
deprotonated molecular ion of ABT-737 showed an increase
with the drug concentration at the cell level (see Figure 5a).
Notice that for the case of ABT-737 fragment ions, although an

increase is also observed, other competing signals contribute to
the secondary ion yield observed in the control samples with no
drug treatment. As a negative control, the analysis of non-drug
related endogenous secondary ions (e.g., m/z 158.93 HP2O6

–

and m/z 255.24 C16H31O2
– [C16:0-H]–) showed no correlation

with the drug concentration during treatments. Moreover, a
distinction can be made between specific and non-specific
ABT-737 fragment ions by correlating their secondary ion
signal with that of the ABT-737 molecular ion as a function
of the drug treatment (Figure 5c). That is, while the cell
biological complexity may require higher mass resolution to
unambiguously identify ABT-737 specific secondary ions,
non-drug and drug-related fragment ions will show different
correlations with the drug molecular ion SI yield. For example,
closer inspection of the ratio of parent to fragment ion SI yields
shows that m/z 46 NO2

–, m/z 109.01 C6H5S
–, and m/z 554.16

C26H28N5O5S2
– are ABT-737 related fragments, whereas m/z

158.93 HP2O6
– and m/z 255.24 C16H31O2

– are not. That is, the
correlation between the secondary ion yield of the drug frag-
ment and drug parent molecular ions as a function of the
therapeutic treatment can be used as a confirmation of the
presence of potential interferences in the mass channels utilized
to generate the drug-specific chemical maps. While this uncer-
tainty may be overcome with ultrahigh resolution mass ana-
lyzers [39, 62] and MS/MS [46, 63] approaches, TOF-SIMS
provides high sensitivity and shorter analysis times when 3D-
MSI analyses are required. These results provide proof-of-
concept validation that the chemotherapeutic drug delivery
can be evaluated at the single cell level using label-free, 3D-
MSI-TOF-SIMS with high spatial resolution.

The observation of the chemotherapeutic drug molecular
ion inside the cell using cluster ion sources at high spatial
resolution shows promise on the sensitivity and reduced matrix
effects of TOF-SIMS technology. Moreover, further develop-
ment of our understanding of the primary ion beam interaction
with the cell surface and the desorption of intact secondary ions
will permit a better generation of quantitative protocols and
strategies with wide applications in pharmacologic and thera-
peutic research based on TOF-SIMS technology.

Conclusions
The potential of label-free 3D-MSI-TOF-SIMS using dual
beam analysis (25 keV Bi3

+) and depth profiling (20 keV with
a distribution centered at Ar1500

+) was evaluated in A-172
human glioblastoma cell line treated with BH3-only mimetic
ABT-737. The high spatial (<250 nm) and high mass resolu-
tion (m/Δm ~10,000) of TOF-SIMS permitted the localization
and identification of the intact, unlabeled drug molecular ion
(m/z 811.26 C42H44ClN6O5S2

- [M – H]-) as well as character-
istic fragment ions (m/z 46 NO2

–; m/z 109.01 C6H5S
–; m/z

554.16 C26H28N5O5S2
–) in BA and HBCUmode, respectively.

Inspection of the ABT-737 secondary ion yield and percent
coverage showed a good correlation with the drug concentra-
tion during cell treatment at therapeutic dosages (0–200 μM

Figure 5. Secondary ion yields (YSI) for drug specific (a) and
non-drug specific (b) ions as a function of the A-172 cell treat-
ment with ABT-737. (c) Dependence of the ratio of molecular
(M) to fragment (F) ions with the ABT-737 concentration as an
alternative control for drug and non-drug specific fragment ions.
Assignments are: m/z 46 NO2

–, m/z 109 C6H5S
–, m/z 554

C26H28N5O5S2
–
, m/z 158.9 HP2O6

–, m/z 255 [C16:0-H]–, and
m/z 811 C42H44ClN6O5S2

–
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with 4-h incubation). Chemical maps using endogenous mo-
lecular markers (e.g., m/z 158.93 HP2O6

– and m/z 255.24
C16H31O2

– for the nuclei and the cytoplasm) showed that the
ABT-737 is mainly localized in subsurface regions and absent
in the nucleus. Chemical maps of endogenous biomolecules
showed that the utilized sample preparation protocol and freeze
drying procedure preserves the molecular and spatial integrity
at the cellular level.While a full tridimensional characterization
of multiple single cells is unpractical, as an alternative we
propose for the first time a semiquantitative workflow that
allows for fast characterization and the possibility to interrogate
a larger number of single cells while accounting for the bio-
logical cell diversity.
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